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suppose that in such an immense compilation as the Tetrateuch or whocu
there should be certain parallel traditions, side by side or inter- oii chooses to name, cannot be responsible foe it in its present
woven, each with its individual characteristics. In the telling, form. Three or four or still more written sour* must have
elements of parallel traditions may have been interwoven to been combined by various editors who have attempted the
form one narrative, and this may furthermore by its juxta- impossible and have sought by means of a mechanical fusion
position with other narratives have been furnished with to create as well us çycould one continuous account ot mm
certain ge alnwsi atd tuirnological data, connecting it with from its begüining until the constitution of the Israelite
legends with t perhaps not always have been comipjjy. Even warm adherents of this fundamental View
related. ParaLàci traInions ms have been retained by the have recognized the improbability of this mode of procedure
narrator ith all the variations, for repetition, especially ascribed to the creators of our Pentateuch. However, if one
slightly varied repetiti4 ,i, a popular stylistic trait, and repeti- does have misgivings of a fundamental nature, one will have
non lays gftater emphasis se that which is repeated. The to let oneself 'tines Besseren belehren', among other things by
narrator as well as the alert bsttner enjoys the minute variations Tatian's harmony of the Gospels.'
that make reiteration more than a mere mechanical repetition. (b) Its methods. The use ofdifferent names for God and the
And if this is true of a dream or a scene or an episode, it is difference in style betrays the different written . cc'. Parallel
also true to a certain degree of an individual narrative where accounts are distributed among the soufres in oc"ciance with
some feature is emphasized as important by such a repetition. criteria of style and contents; accounts wv' ,qies re
It must be admitted that Genesis and Exodus-Numbers contain analysed and decomposed, r* diterentetz




texts that are parallel and that have fallen into the hands ofthe between the different sourtrs eJori$l ec1'i
editors of the Tetrateuch through individual paths of trans- pointed out where their prcse ii considrd or
mission. And it is just as indisputable that this same Tetrateuch necessary, and after a thorough aiajs1s the related rci4o-is
contains texts where an older basis is sometimes apparent are joined together and are then reconstructed to such an
behind the present form. The merit of having established this extent as the gentle treatment awkd thtm the editors
bet,.ngs to literary criticism, but it is no more than one might makes possible. Finally, a speci. iias'r is ancd tc, them
expect at the outset of such a work as the Tetrateuch, that at as, for instance, naive, popular, having anthro iinorphic
ex-andthe same tine u a compilation and a revision of pressions about God, or marked by supernaturalistic theology,

entirely different traditions o far then n is possible to follow sober erudition,_interest in chronology, or by reflective theo
literary rritincm. the material in the first four books of the logy, cultural superiority, prophetic influence.
Bible , the work as a whole presupposes a The literary critical work on Gen. 6-9 will be so familiar to

tsux it accordance with certain points of readers of this chapter that there is no need for a detailed us
cussion of it. We will however quote a few things from

On the c,.htr hw*i$ a and must doubt whether the Gunkel's commentary on Genesis.' From him we learn that a
method by which htcr,r'v &nsviam fads difficulties in the text distinction of sources between J and P in these chapters is one
And afterwards Jw, them is the right one. In other words one of the masterpieces of modem criticism.3 Indeed, the beginner
maw doubt the couectncu of the fundamental view and the an learn the method by which the distion between sources
methi4c of literary criticism. . . must Qbe carried out by studying this per cope. First one

Its fundamental view. The narratives in the Hexateuch Thus expressed by Beer in his comments" u Exodus, 1939, p. V.r.,ricontain so many gring inconsistencies, duplicate features-, " RCICtCnCCS to jth ed., 1912 'Op. 'it., p. Iy
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